Targeting and treatment of glioblastomas with human mesenchymal stem cells carrying ferrociphenol lipid nanocapsules
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Abstract: Recently developed drug delivery nanosystems, such as lipid nanocapsules (LNCs), hold great promise for the treatment of glioblastomas (GBs). In this study, we used a subpopulation of human mesenchymal stem cells, “marrow-isolated adult multilineage inducible” (MIAMI) cells, which have endogenous tumor-homing activity, to deliver LNCs containing an organometallic complex (ferrociphenol or Fc-diOH), in the orthotopic U87MG GB model. We determined the optimal dose of Fc-diOH-LNCs that can be carried by MIAMI cells and compared the efficacy of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells with that of the free-standing Fc-diOH-LNC system. We showed that MIAMI cells entrapped an optimal dose of about 20 pg Fc-diOH per cell, with no effect on cell viability or migration capacity. The survival of U87MG-bearing mice was longer after the intratumoral injection of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells than after the injection of Fc-diOH-LNCs alone. The greater effect of the Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells may be accounted for by their peritumoral distribution and a longer residence time of the drug within the tumor. These results confirm the potential of combinations of stem cell therapy and nanotechnology to improve the local tissue distribution of anticancer drugs in GB.
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Introduction

Glioblastomas (GBs) are the most common, invasive, and aggressive primary brain tumors in humans, affected patients having a median survival of only 14.6 months.1,2 The inefficacy of current standard therapies arises partly from the poor intratumoral distribution of treatment agents and an inability to target tumor cells, such as GB stem cells, migrating away from the main tumor mass and causing local recurrences.3 New strategies are therefore urgently required, to improve tumor drug distribution and target disseminated tumor cells, while sparing normal cells.

We recently developed a new GB-targeting therapeutic strategy based on the use of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) as cellular carriers of drug-loaded lipid nanocapsules (LNCs).4–6 In particular, we used a homogeneous and immature subpopulation of human MSCs called “marrow-isolated adult multilineage inducible” (MIAMI) cells.7,8 These cells, which are easily obtained from the bone marrow of patients, possess a unique molecular phenotype and their populations can be repeatedly doubled for expansion purposes, without a loss of stem cell properties. They have been successfully used for cell-based brain treatments.9–11 Like other MSCs, MIAMI cells have endogenous tumor-homing activity and are found throughout the peritumoral zone after their injection directly into the tumor or into the contralateral brain hemisphere, in mice bearing U87MG GB.12–14 This peritumoral distribution of MIAMI cells may contribute...
to tumor stroma remodeling. Strong antitumor effects have been reported in experimental glioma models, following the intracranial administration of MSCs genetically modified by viruses conferring the expression of immunostimulators or toxic molecules.\textsuperscript{5,15–17} We overcame the need to work with viruses, by using nanoparticles as LNCs. These particles have several advantages over viral vectors, including a low risk of immunogenicity, ease of production without high manufacturing costs, and the possibility of transporting multiple types of therapeutic agents, including drugs,\textsuperscript{18,19} radionucleides,\textsuperscript{20} DNA,\textsuperscript{21} small interfering ribonucleic acid,\textsuperscript{22} and nuclease-resistant locked nucleic acids.\textsuperscript{23} LNCs accumulate rapidly within cells without the need for transfection agents, and they can bypass the endolysosomal compartment and overcome the multidrug-resistance mechanism.\textsuperscript{24,25} In previous studies, we encapsulated an organometallic complex analog of 4-hydroxytamoxifen called ferrociphenol (Fc-diOH) in LNCs. Fc-diOH was developed by adding a ferrocene moiety to the tamoxifen skeleton.\textsuperscript{26} The resulting Fc-diOH-LNCs were shown to be promising for therapeutic purposes in the 9L rat brain tumor model.\textsuperscript{27–29} The precise mechanism underlying Fc-diOH cytotoxicity is not fully understood. It has been suggested that the metabolic oxidation of Fc-diOH produces electrophilic quinone methide metabolites within the cell that may be, at least partly, associated with cell cycle arrest and senescence.\textsuperscript{30} We recently showed that MIAMI cells took up Fc-diOH-LNCs efficiently and that this internalization did not induce MIAMI cell death.\textsuperscript{6} Furthermore, Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells had a cytotoxic effect on human U87MG GB cells in vitro and in vivo after their intratumoral injection in the heterotopic U87MG GB model in nude mice.\textsuperscript{6}

The objective of this study was to obtain proof-of-concept that the combination of Fc-diOH-LNCs with MIAMI cells facilitates the specific targeting of brain tumors and ensures an extensive intratumoral distribution of this delivery device in the orthotopic U87MG GB model. We first determined the optimal dose of Fc-diOH-LNCs that can be carried by MIAMI cells with no significant loss of viability and migration capacity. We then determined the amount of the drug present within the MIAMI cells by liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), and compared the efficacy of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells with that of Fc-diOH-LNCs alone in the orthotopic U87MG GB model.

Materials and methods

Chemical materials

Fc-diOH (2-ferrocenyl-1,1-bis[4-hydroxyphenyl]-but-1-ene) was prepared by McMurry coupling.\textsuperscript{31} The lipophilic Labrafac\textsuperscript{®} WL1349 (caprylic-capric acid triglycerides) was purchased from Gattefosse S.A. (Saint-Priest, France). Lipoid\textsuperscript{®} S75-3 (soybean lecithin with 69% phosphatidylcholine) and Solutol\textsuperscript{®} HS15 (a mixture of free polyethylene glycol 660 and polyethylene glycol 660 hydroxyoctaeate) were obtained from Lipoid GmbH and BASF (Ludwigshafen, Germany), respectively. NaCl was obtained from Prolabo (Fontenay-sous-Bois, France). Deionized water was obtained with the Milli-Q Plus system (Merck Millipore, Molsheim, France).

Fc-diOH-loaded LNCs

As previously described,\textsuperscript{4} LNCs were prepared by the phase-inversion temperature method (Figure 1). Briefly, Solutol\textsuperscript{®} HS15 (9.7% w/w), Lipoid\textsuperscript{®} S75-3 (1.5% w/w), Labrafac\textsuperscript{®} WL1349 (24.2% w/w), NaCl (1.8% w/w), and water (62.8% w/w) were mixed and heated to 95°C with constant stirring (magnetic stirrer). The mixture underwent three cycles of progressive heating and cooling between 95°C and 60°C, and was then subjected to an irreversible shock induced by the addition of deionized water (71.4%, w/w) at 2°C to the mixture at 70°C. Finally, the LNCs were sterilized by passage through a filter with 0.2 μm pores. For the formulation of Fc-diOH-LNCs, Fc-diOH was added, as a powder (2.1%, w/w), to the LNC excipients, to prepare a suspension of Fc-diOH-LNCs at a concentration of 6 mg of Fc-diOH per g of LNC suspension (14 mM).

LNC characterization

As previously described,\textsuperscript{4} drug loading was assessed by spectrophotometry at 450 nm after dilution (1:10) in a 22/67/11 (v/v/v) ethanol/tetrahydrofuran/water mixture. Size, polydispersity index, and charge distribution were determined by dynamic light scattering analysis with a Zetasizer\textsuperscript{®} Nano Series DTS 1060 (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). The LNCs were diluted 1:60 (v/v) in deionized water for this evaluation.

Cell culture

MIAMI cells were obtained from iliac crest aspirates from a human male postmortem organ donor (protocol agreed by the French Agency of Biomedicine) and were isolated as previously described.\textsuperscript{7,12} This cell population was expanded in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) low-glucose medium (DMEM-LG; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) containing 3% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Utah, USA) and 1% antibiotic and antimycotic solution (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO, USA), on a fibronectin substrate (10 ng/mL, Sigma-Aldrich).
Co.) in a humidified incubator at 37°C, under an atmosphere containing 3% O₂/5% CO₂/92% N₂. The cells were grown to 40% confluence. All experiments were performed with cells between passages 4 and 5.

The human U87MG GB cell line was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA, USA. Cells were maintained in DMEM-high glucose medium (DMEM-HG; Lonza, Verviers, Belgium) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Lonza) and 1% antibiotics (Sigma-Aldrich Co.), under an atmosphere containing 5% CO₂ (37°C), in a humidified incubator, until they reached 80% confluence.

Cell viability
MIAMI or U87MG cells were plated in 96-well plates at densities of 2×10⁴ cells/cm² and 1×10⁴ cells/cm², respectively. After 48 hours, the culture medium was removed and cells were treated with free Fc-diOH or Fc-diOH-LNCs at concentrations of 0.01 to 100 µM. Unloaded (blank) LNCs were also tested with the same excipient concentration as for Fc-diOH-LNCs. After 72 hours, the medium was removed from the wells and the plates were stored at −80°C until the assays were carried out. Cell survival was estimated with the CyQUANT® cell proliferation assay kit, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Preparation of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells
MIAMI cells (3×10⁴ to 4×10⁴ cells) were incubated for 1 hour at 37°C with 1 mg/mL blank LNCs or with Fc-diOH-LNCs, corresponding to a dose of 120 µM Fc-diOH in Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS), with Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ (Lonza). At the end of the incubation period, cells were washed twice with HBSS, counted, and used for in vitro and in vivo experiments, as described below.

Fc-diOH analysis by LC/MS-MS
MIAMI cells loaded with Fc-diOH-LNCs were resuspended in 600 µL of a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of water and methanol and were placed in an ultrasonic bath for 2 minutes. The cells were then pelleted by centrifugation and the supernatant was filtered through Oasis HLB 96-well μElution Plates, 2 mg sorbent per well, with a particle size of 30 microns (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA). Fc-diOH was eluted in 200 µL of methanol. Chromatography was performed with the Waters Alliance® 2695 system (Waters Corporation), with an Uptisphere® C18 ODB 150 mmx2 mm, 5 µm column (Interchim, Montluçon, France). The mobile phase consisted of various combinations of phase A (water) and phase B (acetonitrile). The mobile phase initially consisted of 50% A and 50% B; a linear gradient was then applied, to reach a composition...
of 100% B after 5 minutes. The original composition of the mobile phase was then restored over a period of 1 minute, and maintained for 6 minutes. The column temperature was set at 30°C and the flow rate was 0.3 mL/minute. The total high-performance liquid chromatography effluent was analyzed in a Quattro® Micro triple quadruple mass spectrometer (Waters Corporation). Ionization was achieved by electrospray, in positive-ion mode. The mass spectrometer was operated in multiple reaction monitoring mode with collision energy of 32 electron-volts. The transition monitored was mass-to-charge ratio m/z 423.7 → 358.9 for Fc-diOH.

A typical retention time for Fc-diOH was 7.32 minutes. Quantification was achieved with QuanLynx® (Waters Corporation), by comparing the observed peak area ratios of Fc-diOH samples with a calibration curve obtained under the same experimental conditions. The range of the linear response was large, extending from 0 to 50 ng/mL.

In vitro toxicity of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells to U87MG cells

We assessed the in vitro toxicity of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells to U87MG cells, by performing coculture experiments in Transwell plates containing inserts with a pore size of 0.4 µm (Merck Millipore). The U87MG cells (5×10³ cells/cm²) were plated in the lower compartment. After 48 hours, Fc-diOH-LNCs (0.03–3 µg) and MIAMI cells (5×10⁴ or 40×10⁴) loaded with blank or Fc-diOH-loaded LNCs were added to the upper compartment. Four days later, the inserts were removed and a CyQUANT® cell proliferation assay was performed as described above.

Migration assay

Transwell inserts (Millicell® cell culture inserts, 8 µm pore size; Merck Millipore) were used to assess the migration of unloaded and Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells in response to factors secreted by U87MG cells. The U87MG cells were grown to 70% to 80% confluence in DMEM-HG containing 10% FBS and 1% antibiotics. The medium was replaced by DMEM supplemented with 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 0.2% antibiotics and the cells were cultured for 24 hours. The resulting conditioned medium (CM) was centrifuged and stored at −20°C for subsequent use. For migration experiments, unloaded and Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells (1.5×10⁴) were added to the upper chamber, and 500 µL of control medium (DMEM with 0.1% BSA and 0.2% antibiotics) or U87MG CM was added to the bottom chamber. After 4 hours, the cells that had migrated to the underside of the insert membrane were stained with hematoxylin and counted under a microscope.

In vivo experiments

Eight week old female athymic Swiss nude mice were obtained from Charles River (L’Arbresle, France). Experiments were conducted in accordance with the regulations of the French Ministry of Agriculture and the European Communities Council Directive of 24 November 1986 (86/609/ EEC). Animals were anesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection of xylazine (13 mg/kg body weight) and ketamine (100 mg/kg body weight) and were positioned in a Kopf stereotaxic instrument.

On day 0, we injected 3×10⁴ U87MG cells in 5 µL HBSS with Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ into the striatum of mice (coordinates: 2.1 mm lateral to the bregma, 0.5 mm anterior and 3 mm interior to the outer border of the cranium). On day 6, the mice were assigned to three groups receiving an injection, at the same coordinates, of a) HBSS with Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺; b) Fc-diOH-LNCs; c) Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells. For analysis of the effects of treatment on tumor growth, we measured tumor volume by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) on day 20 and the mice were killed when they had lost more than 10% of their body weight. For analysis of the distribution of MIAMI cells loaded with Fc-diOH-LNCs, mice were killed on day 13. Brains were snap-frozen in isopentane cooled by liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C. Coronal sections of the brain were cut at 10 µm intervals and collected on silanetreated slides.

MRI

Mice were scanned with a Bruker Biospec 70/20 machine operating with a 7 T magnetic field (Bruker BioSpin SA, Wissembourg, France) and equipped with a 1H cryoprobe, under isoflurane anesthesia (1.5%–0.5%, O₂: 0.5 L/minute), to assess tumor development. Mouse body temperature was maintained at 36.5°C–37.5°C with a feedback-regulated heating pad for the entire imaging protocol. Rapid anatomical proton images were obtained with a rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement sequence (repetition time = 3,200 ms; mean echo time = 21.3 ms; rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement factor = 4; field of view = 2×2 cm; matrix 256×256; eleven contiguous slices of 0.5 mm, number of excitations = 1).

Immunofluorescence

Cryosections were air-dried, rehydrated in phosphate buffered saline and fixed by incubation for 10 minutes in 4% parafomaldehyde pH 7.4 at 4°C. Nonspecific binding was blocked by incubating the sections in 4% BSA and 10% normal goat serum in phosphate buffered saline. The
sections were incubated overnight, at 4°C, with isotype controls and primary antibodies against endothelial cells (mouse CD31; BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) and proliferative cells (Ki67; Dako Denmark A/S, Glostrup, Denmark). The primary antibodies were detected with biotinylated secondary antibodies and the signal was amplified with streptavidin-fluorescein isothiocyanate (Dako Denmark A/S). Nuclei were counterstained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (Sigma-Aldrich Co.). Cryosections of three mice from each of the groups described above (a, b, and c) were analyzed under a fluorescence microscope (Axioskop® 2 light microscope; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany). Counts of CD31^+ vessels or Ki67^+ cells were carried out on six cryosections per mouse, corresponding to the central and peripheral portions of the tumor, with the MetaView computerized image-analysis system (Roper Scientific, Evry, France). Two fields per cryosection, at a magnification of ×200, were randomly selected for the tumor. Results are expressed as the mean number of Ki67^+ cells or CD31^+ vessels per mm^2 ± standard error of the mean (SEM), for each group.

**Fluorescence in situ hybridization**

MIAMI cells loaded with Fc-diOH-LNCs were detected in tumor cryosections by fluorescence in situ hybridization, with a human Y-chromosome probe, as previously described. The DNA probe was complementary to the highly repetitive human satellite III sequences located close to the centromeric region of the human Y-chromosome DYZ1 locus (CEPY) and was labeled with the SpectrumOrange fluorochrome (Vysis; Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL, USA). Cryosections were then analyzed under an Axioscope® 2 fluorescence microscope.

**Statistical analysis**

Results are expressed as means ± SEM. Statistical analyses were performed with the Mann–Whitney U-test. Survival advantage was analyzed by log-rank tests, based on the Kaplan–Meier method. Differences were considered significant if the P-value was <0.05.

### Results

**Physicochemical properties of Fc-diOH-LNCs**

The physicochemical characteristics of blank LNCs and Fc-diOH-loaded LNCs (particle size, polydispersity index, and zeta potential) are presented in Table 1. Blank and Fc-diOH-loaded LNCs formulated by the phase-inversion temperature method had mean diameters of 97.3±3.9 nm and 81±0.6 nm, respectively, and a polydispersity index of less than 0.1, indicating a narrow size distribution. In all cases, the zeta potential was slightly negative. The Fc-diOH-LNCs were loaded with 5.90±0.22 mg Fc-diOH per mL of LNC suspension.

**Effect of Fc-diOH-loaded LNCs on U87MG and MIAMI cells**

We investigated the cytotoxicity of Fc-diOH-LNCs in U87MG and MIAMI cells. The cell survival profiles after 3 days of treatment with Fc-diOH, blank LNCs, and Fc-diOH-loaded LNCs are presented in Figure 2. At low concentrations (0.01–0.1 µM), neither free Fc-diOH nor Fc-diOH-loaded LNCs altered the growth of U87MG cells (Figure 2A). U87MG cell survival was decreased by treatment with 1 µM Fc-diOH, reaching approximately 50% inhibition (IC_{50}) at 6 µM for free Fc-diOH and 1 µM for Fc-diOH-LNCs. MIAMI cell viability was not affected by the concentration of Fc-diOH-loaded LNCs used (Figure 2B). Only free Fc-diOH caused the death of MIAMI cells (about 70% cell death at 100 µM). No change in the viability of U87MG and MIAMI cells was observed in the presence of blank LNCs at the concentrations tested (Figure 2).

**Optimization and quantification of Fc-diOH internalization by MIAMI cells**

We previously showed that MIAMI cells could take up LNCs without the need for transfection agents and that LNC uptake was concentration- and time-dependent. In this work, we defined the optimal dose of Fc-diOH-LNCs that MIAMI cells could carry without deleterious effects on viability for at least 7 days after their uptake.

### Table 1 Physicochemical characteristics of blank LNCs and Fc-diOH-LNCs (mean of four samples ± SEM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LNCs</th>
<th>Mean particle size (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
<th>Fc-diOH loading (mg/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blank LNCs</td>
<td>97.25±3.86</td>
<td>0.05±0.01</td>
<td>-10.93±0.45</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fc-diOH-LNCs</td>
<td>81±0.58</td>
<td>0.04±0.01</td>
<td>-10.58±1.19</td>
<td>5.90±0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** LNCs, lipid nanocapsules; Fc-diOH, ferrociphenol; Fc-diOH-LNCs, ferrociphenol lipid nanocapsules; SEM, standard error of the mean; PDI, polydispersity index.
For this purpose, we had to take drug and LNC matrix component concentrations into account. The incubation of MIAMI cells for 1 hour at 37°C with 2 mg/mL blank LNCs resulted in a 30% loss of cell viability 7 days after uptake, whereas 80% of MIAMI cells remained viable when incubated with 1 mg/mL blank LNCs (Figure S1). Furthermore, we found that the concentration of Fc-diOH-loaded LNCs should not exceed 120 µM, to ensure a MIAMI cell viability of 80% (Figure S1). The conditions for Fc-diOH-LNC internalization were therefore set as follows: 1 mg/mL LNC matrix components and 120 µM Fc-diOH for 1 hour at 37°C.

In these conditions, LC-MS/MS analysis showed that 40 × 10^3 Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells corresponded to 814.5 ± 97.7 ng of drug (about 20 pg Fc-diOH per cell). This dose was confirmed in a cytotoxicity assay on U87MG cells (Figure 3). U87MG cells were plated at the bottom of culture wells and upper Transwells were seeded with either blank LNC-loaded MIAMI cells or Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells (Figure 3A). This Transwell system allowed the passage of LNCs, but not of cells. We found that 40 × 10^3 Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells decreased U87MG cell survival by 35%, whereas 40 × 10^3 blank LNC-loaded MIAMI cells had no effect on U87MG cell viability (Figure 3B). This decrease in survival is intermediate between those induced by 0.3 µg and 3 µg of Fc-diOH-LNCs: 30% and 50%, respectively. These findings confirm that 40 × 10^3 Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells correspond to about 800 ng of Fc-diOH. We also checked the viability of the blank and Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells in the upper Transwells. Similar numbers of blank and Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells were present in the Transwells after 96 hours, suggesting that Fc-diOH-LNC uptake had no effect on the viability of MIAMI cells in the Transwells, over this time period at least (Figure 3C). Thus, the release of Fc-diOH-LNCs or Fc-diOH was not induced by the death of MIAMI cells.

Figure 2 Cell viability following the exposure of U87MG (A) and MIAMI cells (B) to various concentrations of Fc-diOH, blank LNCs or Fc-diOH-LNCs (0.01–100 µM).

Notes: Data are expressed as the mean ± SEM (n=3). The results obtained for U87MG cells or MIAMI cells cultured with culture medium alone were considered to correspond to 100% survival.

Abbreviations: LNCs, lipid nanocapsules; Fc-diOH, ferrociphenol; MIAMI, marrow-isolated adult multilineage inducible; SEM, standard error of the mean.

Analysis of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cell migration toward U87MG cells

One of the major challenges in the development of the MIAMI cell-LNC system is the preservation of carrier migration for the delivery of toxic compounds to areas of the tumor in a specific manner. We showed, in a Transwell migration assay, that almost no Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells migrated toward the control medium, whereas about 30% of these cells migrated toward the U87MG CM (Figure 4A, B). Similar proportions of cells migrating toward these media were observed for unloaded MIAMI cells (Figure 4B). These in vitro results were confirmed in vivo because, 7 days after their injection into the U87MG tumor, a few Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells were found within the tumor, whereas most were found around the tumor mass (Figure 4C, D). A similar intratumoral distribution of MIAMI cells has also been reported for unloaded MIAMI cells.12

In vivo toxicity of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells to U87MG cells

We previously showed that the injection of MIAMI cells did not affect the survival of U87MG-bearing mice in the heterotopic and orthotopic models.6,12 In this study, we aimed to demonstrate the utility of these cells for the efficient delivery of Fc-diOH-LNCs to an intracerebral tumor. We therefore
Figure 3. In vitro toxicity of Fc-diOH-LNCs and Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells to U87MG cells.

Notes: (A) Schematic diagram of the principle of coculture experiments to assess the cytotoxicity to U87MG cells of Fc-diOH-LNCs or Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells. The pore size of the insert (0.4 µm) allowed the passage of LNCs. (B) Viability of U87MG cells following exposure to Fc-diOH-LNCs (0.03–3 µg) or MIAMI cells loaded with blank LNCs or Fc-diOH-LNCs. Two doses of MIAMI cells were tested: 5 × 10^3 and 40 × 10^3 cells, corresponding to Fc-diOH doses of about 0.1 µg and 0.8 µg, respectively. The results obtained for U87MG cells cultured with culture medium alone were considered to correspond to 100% survival. Data are expressed as the mean of three wells ± SEM (n=2) (*P<0.05, versus U87MG cells cultured with culture medium alone). (C) Viability of MIAMI cells loaded with blank LNCs or Fc-diOH-LNCs 4 days after their addition to the upper compartment of the Transwell system.

Abbreviations: LNCs, lipid nanocapsules; Fc-diOH, ferrociphenol; MIAMI, marrow-isolated adult multilineage inducible; SEM, standard error of the mean.

Figure 4. Analysis of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cell migration toward U87MG cells.

Notes: (A) Schematic diagram of the principle of the migration assay. The pore size of the insert (8 µm) allowed the passage of MIAMI cells. (B) Percentage of unloaded or Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells migrating, after 4 hours of incubation with the control medium and U87MG CM. The number of MIAMI cells added to the upper compartment was taken as 100%. Data are expressed as the mean of three wells ± SEM (n=2). (C) Schematic representation of the experimental model. (D) Fluorescence microscopy images of tissue sections after the intratumoral injection of MIAMI cells in U87MG-bearing mice. MIAMI cells were detected by labeling the Y-chromosome with a red fluorescent probe. Nuclei were stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (scale bar =100 µm).

Abbreviations: Fc-diOH-LNCs, ferrociphenol lipid nanocapsules; MIAMI, marrow-isolated adult multilineage inducible; SEM, standard error of the mean; CM, conditioned medium.
compared only the antitumoral effects of pure Fc-diOH-LNCs and MIAMI cells loaded with Fc-diOH-LNCs. U87MG tumor-bearing mice (tumor volume: 1.15±0.08 mm³ estimated by MRI) were treated with either Fc-diOH-LNCs or with Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells, in amounts corresponding to an Fc-diOH dose of 3.6 µg/mouse. This dose induces rates of U87MG cell death close to 60% in vitro. A control group receiving an intratumoral injection of HBSS rather than treatment was also established. The mice of this group survived for up to 29 days, with a median survival of 27 days (Table 2). Fourteen days after treatment, T2-weighted images of control and treated mice indicated that tumor volume was smaller in the group of mice receiving intratumoral injections of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells than in the other groups (Figure 5A–C). These mice had a modestly but significantly higher median survival than the mice of the control group. The median survival of mice treated by the intratumoral injection of Fc-diOH-LNCs was no longer than that of the control group (Table 2; Figure 5D).

We characterized the effects of Fc-diOH-LNCs and Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells on the U87MG tumor in more detail, by assessing their impact on the number of intratumoral Ki67⁺ proliferative cells and the number of CD31⁺ vessels 7 days after their injection into the tumor (Figure 6). Treatments with Fc-diOH-LNCs and Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells decreased the number of Ki67⁺ proliferative cells within the tumor, and this decrease was significant for the Fc-diOH-LNC treatment. A decrease in the number of CD31⁺ vessels was also observed for the two Fc-diOH-delivery systems, but this decrease was significant only for the Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded-MIAMI cell treatment.

### Table 2 Efficacy of Fc-diOH-LNCs and Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells in the orthotopic U87MG glioma model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Survival time (days)</th>
<th>IST median (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26–29</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fc-diOH-LNCs</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23–31</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26–34</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** Fc-diOH-LNCs, ferrociphenol lipid nanocapsules; MIAMI, marrow-isolated adult multilineage inducible; IST, increased survival time.
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**Figure 5 (Continued)**
Discussion

MSCs have been studied as a vehicle for cancer gene therapy,\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^5\)\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^2\)\(^3\) but few studies have addressed the issue of the use of these cells as targeted delivery vehicles for nanoparticles loaded with anticancer agents.\(^5\)\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^5\) We recently demonstrated that MIAMI cells, a homogeneous subpopulation of human MSCs, can deliver Fc-diOH-loaded LNCs, in the subcutaneous U87MG human GB model. In this study, we aimed to demonstrate the potential of MIAMI cell carrier-based targeted delivery, by optimizing the Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cell system and comparing its efficacy with that of free Fc-diOH-LNCs in the intracranial U87MG GB model.

We found that, for the optimal uptake of Fc-diOH-LNCs by MIAMI cells, the concentrations of the LNC matrix components and Fc-diOH should not exceed 1 mg/mL and 120 µM, respectively. In these conditions, LC/MS-MS showed that MIAMI cells delivered a dose of about 20 pg of Fc-diOH per cell. The presence of this internalized Fc-diOH in MIAMI cells had no effect on their viability or ability to migrate toward U87MG cells in vitro and in vivo. Furthermore, the cytostatic activity of the Fc-diOH internalized in...
MIAMI cells was entirely conserved, resulting in a significant inhibition of U87MG cell proliferation in vitro, similar to that induced by Fc-diOH-LNCs alone. The number of cells required to induce the death of 35% of the U87MG cells in the coculture experiment was only one sixth that reported in our previous study, demonstrating the optimization of the amount of Fc-diOH-LNCs that can be carried by MIAMI cells. The mechanisms by which MIAMI cells excreted Fc-diOH-LNCs and/or Fc-diOH did not involve MIAMI cell death. Further work is required to determine the route by which Fc-diOH leaves MIAMI cells.

The in vitro cytotoxic effect of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells was confirmed in vivo, in the orthotopic U87MG GB model. Seven days after the intratumoral
injection of this Fc-diOH delivery system, a slight decrease in the number of Ki67+ cells and CD31+ vessels was observed in the U87MG tumor. This resulted in a decrease in tumor volume 14 days after treatment and a modest but significant increase in median mouse survival over that of untreated mice. This effect was due to the Fc-diOH-LNC loading of the MIAMI cells, because MIAMI cells alone had no effect on U87MG cell growth in vitro and in vivo.6,12 The intratumoral injection of Fc-diOH-LNCs also led to a slight decrease in the proportion of Ki67+ cells and CD31+ vessels in the U87MG tumor. However, this effect was not sufficient to cause a decrease in tumor volume or an improvement in mouse survival. The greater efficacy of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells than Fc-diOH-LNCs alone may result from the presence of MIAMI cells at the leading edge of the tumor, a site at which tumor-host interactions, such as angiogenesis and local extracellular matrix remodeling, are very active.37 Chemotherapy delivered to this site would be expected to be more potent than chemotherapy delivered to the center of the tumor. MIAMI cell-mediated delivery may also result in better Fc-diOH retention within the tumor environment, constituting another advantage of this cell delivery system over LNCs alone. Consistent with our results, Cheng et al.38 recently reported that intratumoral and contralateral injections of a neural stem cell line loaded with doxorubicin (Dox)-mesoporous silica nanoparticles elicited a significantly stronger therapeutic effect than Dox-mesoporous silica nanoparticles alone in the U87MG GB model. Dox was found to be widely distributed specifically within the tumor following the use of this neural stem cell line carrier. Li et al.15 also showed that silica nanorattle-Dox-anchored MSCs tracked down U251 GB cells more efficiently and delivered Dox with a wider distribution and longer retention lifetime in tumor tissues than silica nanorattle-encapsulated Dox.

The increase in animal survival obtained with Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells was similar to that reported for local treatment, by convection-enhanced delivery, with Fc-diOH-LNCs, of intracranial 9L gliosarcoma in animals. With our therapeutic tool based on the use of MIAMI cells, an increase in survival was obtained with a dose of Fc-diOH of about 3.6 µg/animal, as opposed to the 360 µg/animal reported for the convection-enhanced delivery of Fc-diOH-LNCs.29,30 This drug delivery system is therefore very promising for improving the local tissue distribution of drugs in GBs and for limiting side effects.

Despite these promising results, the increase in survival achieved by injecting Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells was clearly modest. However, this increase in survival was obtained with a single treatment with Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells, whereas a typical chemotherapy regimen involves the administration of multiple doses over a longer period of time. The distribution pattern of MIAMI cells at the leading edge of the tumor suggests that, in a clinical context, multiple injections of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells could be performed, with a handheld syringe, into the walls of brain tumor resection cavities during surgery. We have used this administration route in previous clinical trials for the delivery of 5-fluorouracil-loaded microspheres and adenovirus-mediated gene therapy with sitimagene ceradenovec.40,41 The migration of Fc-diOH-LNC-loaded MIAMI cells to the peritumoral zone will kill the residual tumor cells, limiting the risk of recurrence. Furthermore, this therapeutic tool could be combined with external radiotherapy. Indeed, it has been reported that local irradiation may enhance the migration and engraftment specificity of MSCs,42 in addition to potentiating the cytotoxic action of Fc-diOH.39

**Conclusion**

This work confirms the promise of combinations of stem cell therapy and nanotechnology for improving the local tissue distribution of anticancer drugs in GBs. Our results validate the use of MIAMI cells as Fc-diOH-loaded LNC carriers, and we are currently validating the use of this system for the targeted delivery of other toxic agents.
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Supplementary material

Figure S1 Determination of the optimal dose of Fc-diOH-LNCs that MIAMI cells can take up without alterations to viability 7 days later.

Notes: MIAMI cells were incubated for 1 hour at 37°C with three doses of LNC matrix components (0.5 mg/mL, 1 mg/mL, and 2 mg/mL) corresponding to Fc-diOH concentrations of 118 µM, 235 µM, and 470 µM, respectively. For this experiment, a suspension of Fc-diOH-LNCs at a concentration of 12 mg of Fc-diOH per mL of LNC suspension (28 mM) was used. After uptake, the MIAMI cells were plated in 96-well plates and maintained in a humidified incubator, under an atmosphere containing 5% CO₂ (37°C) for 7 days. At the end of this incubation period, cell survival was estimated with the CyQUANT® cell proliferation assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Maximal fluorescence was determined by incubating unloaded MIAMI cells with the culture medium, giving a value that was considered to correspond to 100% survival. The experiment was performed in triplicate and the results are presented as means ± SEM.

Abbreviations: LNCs, lipid nanocapsules; Fc-diOH, ferrociphenol; Fc-diOH-LNCs, ferrociphenol lipid nanocapsules; MIAMI, marrow-isolated adult multilineage inducible; SEM, standard error of the mean.